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MULTI BILLION DOLLAR REIKI Health Care Industry Bankrupted by recent class action lawsuit
Los Angeles, California: 137 REIKI healers and their trainers were shocked today by the
swiftness of the Orange County California jury's verdict in favor of Melvin L Morse MD and his
class action lawsuit on behalf of over one thousand victims of unregulated REIKItherapy.
Morse, initially had a low white count as a side effect of medication. However, after seeing an
unlicensed and unregulated REIKI master for three sessions, he developed fulminate leukemia
with white counts 100 times normal. The Court room erupted in fury when Morse tearfully
disclosed that one of the healers he visited could only organize the data stream of a random
chaos generator to a seven per cent level! The defendants were visibly shaken as Orange
County matrons screamed at them "7%, our family dog can do 12% just by licking you !". They
were hustled out of the courtroom for their own protection as the audience waved mock
tasers at them and threatened to give them a jolt of their own energy.
Other plaintiffs described such abuses as being the victims of unwanted prayer energy,
unwanted remote REIKI healing, and REIKIinterventions by healers who candidly admitted that
they were simply channeling energy into the plaintiff's bodies with no idea where it was coming
from, how it was being transmitted, how much was actually being passed into the patients
bodies, and no discussion of ancillary spiritual helpers who might be augmenting the energy
flow. One defendant was proven to have no less than seven spiritual helpers present during
healings, when the patient's physician clearly had written on the prescription for treatment "no
more than three spirit guides for this patient". Furthermore, this same defendant defiantly
admitted that she had not calibrated any of the spirit healers present during any of the
sessions. As she defiantly claimed that one of the spirit masters was in fact her own REIKI
master, she was ordered in contempt of court and jailed by a furious Judge saying that he didn't
care if it was the founder of the REIKI method himself, he personally wouldn't permit anyone to
do REIKI on him without three separate calibrations on the chaos generator, adding "my god
woman, you permitted a 97 year old man to have REIKIdone on him by a spirit master later
ro~n to organize the REGdata stream to the 99% level for well over 24 hours." The
E:(..On y
/11'", has been in a profound vegetative state ever since the ill fated session. The
defendant is being held on contempt charges until LA prosecutors draw up formal charges
including involuntary manslaughter.
Jury Interviews after the stunning verdict indicated that they would have recommended the
death penalty for the healers, except that it was a civil trial. They are were pr01~oundly moved
by the dramatic appearance of Jane Sherman Ph.d .. Jurors cried as Sherman described lithe
dark ages of REIKI" when healers were given certificates at weekend workshops. They gasped
as she described a time in which there was no calibration available to monitor REIKIenergetic
influx, or systematic and regulated means of registering spirit helpers. The trials most dramatic
moment came when she drew herself up to her full 5 foot six inch height, and pointed her
finger at the REIKI defendants, calmly repeating "Shame, shame" over and over again. Soon
the entire courtroom was clapping in rhythm, while the defendants hid under their chairs.

